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INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL, DAMMAM 

UPPER PRIMARY SECTIONS 

ANNUAL EXAM- REVISION WORKSHEET (2022-2023) 

    CLASS - V                                                 SUBJECT:  GENERAL SCIENCE                                   

    Name: ________________                 Section: ______                Roll no: _______ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

L-6 NERVOUS SYSTEM AND SENSE ORGANS 

I. Fill in the blanks 

1. The ______________________ system controls all the other systems of our body. 

2. The automatic actions for which we do not think before acting is called 

__________________________ 

3. The nerves are made up of _____________ cells. 

4. Reflex actions are controlled by the ____________________________. 

5. _____________________ makes up 90% of human brain. 

6. The human brain is of __________________________ colour. 

7. ______________________ is responsible for thoughts, feelings and memory. 

8. Eardrum is seen in the ____________________. 

9. ____________________ hold and control the shape of the lens in the eye. 

10. ______________________ helps to keep our body balance. 

11. The _____________________ lies behind the iris. 

12. We use _________________ drops to clear a blocked nose. 

13. We taste different things on different parts of our _____________________. 

14. The taste receptors are usually called ______________________. 

15. The small pores on the surface of the _____________ allow the waste water of the body to 

come out in the form of ________________. 

16. The nervous system is made up of ___________________, ______________________ 

and the ________________________. 

17. Nerves carry messages from the body organs or the muscles to the __________________ 

or _________________________. 

18. There are ________________ senses of taste which the tongue detects. 

 

II. Name the following: 

1. The circular diaphragm which gives colour to the eye - ____________________________ 

2. Part of the brain which controls involuntary actions - ______________________________ 

3. The screen of the eye - _______________ 

4. The organ that weighs about 1.4 kg when it grows to its full size - ___________________ 

5. The thread like parts in the nerve cells - ____________________ 

6. An adjustable opening of an eye - __________________ 

7. The clean protective shield of an eye - _______________________ 

8. The muscles that hold and control the shape of the lens of an eye - ___________________ 

9. Part of the brain which controls our voluntary movements - _______________________ 

10.  The nerves which are connected to the sense organs - ____________________________ 
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III. Match the following: 

1. Cerebrum                                  two halves                (    ) 

2. Brain                                          skin                          (    ) 

3. Cochlea                                     clear blocked nose   (    ) 

4. Tickling                                      controls senses        (    ) 

5. Inhale steam                              inner ear                  (    ) 

 

IV. True or False: 

1. The part of the ear that we see is the middle ear. _____________ 

2. Sensing, putting together and responding are the functions of the nervous system. _______ 

3. Muscles in the iris change the size of its pupil. __________ 

4. Auditory nerves carry visionary messages to the brain. ____________ 

5. Anything that gives off an odour gives out tiny particles of gases. __________ 

6. The sense of taste and smell need to work together to get the sense of flavour. _________ 

7. The medulla is the largest part of the brain. __________ 

V. Label the parts of a brain and the tongue: 
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L-11 SIMPLE MACHINES 

 

I. Fill in the blanks. 

1.The devices that make our work easier are called __________________. 

2.In the first order of levers, the _______________is in the middle with the effort and load on both 

the sides. 

3.Tongs are an example of ___________________________. 

4.A _____________is a wheel with a groove in its circular edge. 

5.A _________________________is used to draw water from the wells. 

6.The amount of load that can be lifted depends on the ______________of the wheel   with 

respect to the axle. 

7.A wheel connected to a rod is called ___________. 

8.An _____________________is a flat surface with one end higher than the other. 

9.Two inclined planes placed back-to-back form a ____________. 

10. A slide is an example of _____________. 

11. The path along which the inclined plane revolves is called the ___________of the screw. 

12. The upward force acting on an object in liquid is called ___________________. 

13.With support of the buoyant force, the objects _____________in water. 

14. The force we apply on the lever is called ________________. 

15.There are ____ types of simple machines. 

16. Forceps is an example for ______________. 

 

II. True or False: 

1.The weight of an object in water is more than its weight in air.                (  )                

2.Objects that float displace water equal to their own weight.                     (  )                     

3.Scissors is an example of levers of third order.                                        (            ) 

4.The point of contact between iron rod and smaller rock is called load.    (  ) 

5.A wedge is a double inclined plane.                     (  ) 

6.Weight of water displaced = Actual Weight-Apparent Weight.                 (  ) 

 

II. Define the following 

1.Fulcrum-_______________________________________________________ 

2.Apparent weight-_________________________________________________ 
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3.Actual weight-___________________________________________________ 

4.Lever or Pulley-__________________________________________________ 

 

IV.  Choose the correct answer 

1.We use __________to hold the things together as they can’t be easily pulled out. 

A. scissors  B. screw  C. knife 

2.Fishing rod is an example of _________________order of lever. 

A. First order  B. Second order  C. Third order. 

3.__________________is an inclined plane. 

A. pulley  B. wooden Plank  C. wedge 

4. A road going up a hill is an example of ___________. 

A. lever B. screw  C. inclined plane 

 V. Identify and name the order of levers of each picture. 

                   

 ___________ _____________   _____________            _______________ 

 ___________ _____________   _____________  _______________ 

 

VI. Draw a neat diagram of a pulley, a wedge and a screw with labelling of E, F, and L. 

 

   


